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Mobile agent (MA) systems provide new capabilities for energy-efficient data processing by flexibly planning its itinerary for
facilitating agent-based data collection and aggregation. In this paper, we present a cooperative data processing algorithm based
on mobile agent (MA-CDP), and considers MA in multihop environments and can autonomously clone and migrate themselves in
response to environmental changes. MA accounts for performing data processing and making data aggregation decisions at nodes
rather than bringing data back to a central processor, and redundant sensory data will be eliminated. The results of our simulation
show that MA-based cooperative data processing provides better performance than directed diffusion in terms of end-to-end
delivery latency, packet delivery ratio, and energy consumption.

1. Introduction

The advances in Microelectromechanical System (MEMS)
and wireless communication have enabled the development
of a new kind of network—the wireless sensor network
(WSN). One of the unique features of WSN applications
is the necessity of cooperation. Each sensor node normally
has limited sensing and processing capabilities, constrained
power resources, and reduced communication bandwidth.
Therefore, cooperation among sensor nodes is important in
order to compensate for each other’s capabilities as well as
to improve the degree of fault tolerance, and the key to an
effective cooperation is a combination of low-level sensor
processing and local exchange of data to reach consensus in
the neighborhood of the occurring event. This characteristic
of WSNs brings up some important issues for cooperation
communication, including energy efficiency, scalability, and
reliability [1].

To address such challenges, most of researches focus
on prolonging the network lifetime, allowing scalability
for a large number of sensor nodes, or supporting fault
tolerance (e.g., sensor’s failure and battery depletion) [2, 3].
Most energy-efficient proposals are based on the traditional
client/server computing model, where each sensor node

sends its sensory data to a processing center or a sink node.
Because the link bandwidth of a wireless sensor network is
typically much lower than that of a wired network, a sensor
network’s data traffic may exceed the network capacity. To
solve the problem of the overwhelming data traffic, Qi et
al. [2] proposed the mobile-agent-(MA-) based distributed
sensor network (MADSN) for collaborative signal and
information processing.

Generally speaking, an MA is a special kind of software
that can execute autonomously, with identification, itinerary,
data space, and method as its attributes. An MA [4] is a
computational process which has several characteristics: (1)
“reactivity” (allowing agents to perceive and respond to a
changing environment), (2) “social ability” (by which agents
interact with other agents), and (3) “proactiveness” (through
which agents behave in a goal-directed way). An MA may
need to cooperate in order to achieve better and more accu-
rate performance or need additional capabilities that it does
not have. This cooperation takes place by doing a coalition
formation which it is created by the fusion center agent. By
cooperation we mean sharing data and resolving conflicts.

By transmitting the software code, namely, mobile agent
(MA) to sensor nodes, the large amount of sensory data can
be reduced or transformed into small data by eliminating
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the redundancy. For example, the sensory data of two closely
located sensors are likely to have redundant or common
parts when the data of two sensors are merged. Therefore,
data aggregation is a necessary function in densely popu-
lated sensor networks in order to reduce the sensory data
traffic.

MA-based algorithm is a promising design paradigm
that can be utilized to solve the overwhelming data traffic
[5], especially over low bandwidth links, an MA selectively
migrates among sensor nodes by moving the processing
function to the target nodes, performs local processing
by using resources available at the local nodes rather
than bringing the data to a central processor (sink), and
incrementally fuses the local decisions on each sensor node
to reach a progressively accurate global decision.

This limitation is tackled by MADD algorithm [6]. The
processes involved in MADD are divided into some sections.
First, the MA is dispatched from sink to the first source node,
and in the next place, the MA migrates from first source node
to last source node, visiting selected source nodes in between.
This algorithm does not always guarantee the best sequence
of nodes to be visited.

In addition, node failures are a frequent occurrence in
WSN. When a node fails, all data and MA residing on that
node are permanently lost. While this may cause application
failure, cooperative data processing provides the capability
for applications to self-heal. Specifically, an application
can heal itself by cloning or moving its agents onto the
replacement node when it is installed. Unlike other in-
network reprogramming systems, cooperative data process-
ing enables application developers to control over the self-
healing process. For example, in the fire tracking application,
a node will fail when it catches on fire. The Fire Tracker agent
heals itself by detecting this failure and cloning itself around
the failed node to ensure the integrity of the perimeter.

Towards this end, we propose cooperative data processing
based on MA algorithm (MA CDP). With this algorithm,
large amount of sensory data can be reduced or transformed
into small data by eliminating the redundancy. Furthermore,
to have better understanding in evaluating the performance
of the algorithm, we present detailed analytical algorithm
of data dissemination. With appropriate parameters set,
the results of our simulation show that cooperative data
processing provides better performance in terms of packet
delivery ratio, energy consumption, and end-to-end delay.

2. Related Work

A traditional approach for WSN adaption is to reprogram
it over the wireless network. Systems that enable this can
be divided based on what is reprogrammed, that is, native
code, interpreted code, or both. Two systems that reprogram
native code are Deluge [7] and MOAP [8]. They are designed
to transfer large program binaries, enable the network to
be arbitrarily reprogrammed, but incur high overhead and
latency. To address this, SOS [9], Contiki [10], and Impala
[11] are systems that enable partial reprogramming of binary
code by providing a microkernel that supports dynamically

linked modules. Since modules are relatively small, the cost
of reprogramming is lower.

Recently there has been a growing interest on the design,
development, and deployment of MA systems for high-level
inference in WSNs [12–15]. In [12], the agent design in
WSNs is decomposed into four components, that is, archi-
tecture, itinerary planning, middleware system design, and
agent cooperation. Among the four components, itinerary
planning determines the order of source nodes to be visited
during agent migration, which has a significant impact on
energy performance of the MA system. It has been shown
that finding an optimal itinerary is a NP-hard problem.
Therefore, heuristic algorithms are generally used to com-
pute competitive itineraries with a suboptimal performance.

In [13], two simple heuristics are proposed: (i) a local
closest first scheme that searches for the next node with
the shortest distance to the current node, and (ii) a global
closest first scheme that searches for the next node closest to
the dispatcher. These two schemes only consider the spatial
distances between sensor nodes and, thus, may not be energy
efficient in many cases.

Sharma and Mazumdar have investigated the use of lim-
ited infrastructure, that is, networks with a number of wired
connections between sensor nodes, in [16]. Their approach
establishes a small-world graph by utilizing wired links be-
tween a subset of nodes to reduce the overall energy demands
as well as the different energy consumption rates of partici-
pating nodes. The additional efforts required for the wiring
however make it suited for long-term deployments of sensor
networks only.

Wagenknecht et al. also propose to deploy nodes with
higher computational capabilities within a WSN to act as
cluster-heads for sensor subnetworks, that is, partitions of
the sensor network [17]. They use embedded systems with a
233 MHz clock frequency and 128 megabytes of RAM as the
backbone to interconnect the sensor subnetworks through
a wireless mesh network. Although deploying additional
gateways allows for shorter multihop routes, the energy
savings are possibly counterbalanced by the greater energy
requirements of the gateways, which are not analyzed in
detail in the paper.

A different approach to shift computational tasks into
the network is the use of mobile agents. In such networks,
data is not forwarded to an external sink, but instead, the
processing application (the mobile agent), including its state
variables, is sent to the node and executed locally [18]. As all
process context data are contained within the agent, it can be
supplied with input data at one node, while the processing
can be performed at a different and more powerful system.
We thus consider it a well-suited supplement to migrate tasks
between nodes.

3. Collaborative Data Processing

An MA is a special process that can autonomously migrate
across nodes. The migration transfers both the code and
state, allowing the agent to resume execution at the desti-
nation. It is useful for performing computations that span
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multiple nodes. When an agent migrates, it can either clone
or move. If an agent is cloned, a copy of it arrives and starts
executing at the destination while the original one resumes
on the original node. If an agent is moved, it will no longer
exist on the original node after it arrives at the destination.
An agent’s life cycle begins when it is either injected into the
network from a base station or cloned from another agent
already in the network. Each agent executes autonomously
performing application-specific tasks, and multiple agents
may reside on the same node. When an agent completes its
tasks, it dies by freeing the computational resources which it
used.

The order of source nodes to be visited by the MA can
have a significant impact on energy consumption. Finding an
optimal source-visiting sequence is an NP-complete problem
[6]. In [19], a genetic algorithm-based solution to compute
an approximate solution is presented. Though global opti-
mization can be achieved by using genetic algorithm, it is not
a lightweight solution for sensor nodes that are constrained
in energy supply [20]. This paper adopts a gradient-based
solution for the MA to dynamically decide the route.

3.1. Algorithm Overview. Figure 1 shows the sequence of
operations to processes involved in WSN environment.
When a sink receives a task request assigned by an appli-
cation, the sink broadcasts the query packet. The query
packet contains the sensing task description, interest region
representation, along with other information. If the node
finds it can satisfy the interest query, it declares itself as
a source node. Each source node generates a response by
exploratory data. Then, the sink receives a large number
of exploratory data packets from various source nodes
and decides the source-sequence list to be visited by MA.
The MA-related operation begins at the point of the sink
dispatching MA and ends when the MA returns to the sink
with collected results. In most cases, each source is expected
to generate the sensory data periodically with some interval,
which means the same code (MA) needs to be stored for
multiple running. Thus, when the MA arrives at the FirstNo,
it will be stored. Then, it sets a Create-MA-Timer, which
is used to trigger the next round to dispatch the MA to
collect data from the relevant sources again. Obviously, the
interval between the successive rounds will be equal to the
sensory data generating rate which is set to the value of the
Create-MA-Timer. This round will be repeated until the task
is finished. A round can also be defined as the interval from
the time during which an MA collects the data packet in the
FirstNo to the time during which it collects the data packet
in LastSrc. At the end of the last round, the task is finished.

When the MA arrives at the first source node, it continues
visiting other source nodes until it reaches the last source
node. Firstly, aggregated data is sent back to the sink along
the reinforced path. Therefore, an MA reduces the amount
of data to be transmitted via aggregating relevant data.

Consider an MA dispatched by the sink node to collect
data from n source nodes. Let Scode be the size of the MA
processing code, Shead the size of agent packet header, and
S0

ma the agent size when it is first dispatched by the sink node.

: App : Sink : Source

Assigning tasks

Flooding interest

Transmitting exploratory data

Dispatching MA & reinforcement

Delivering sensory data
Data

aggregation

Computation

Figure 1: Routing sequence diagram.

Then we have S0
ma = Scode + Shead · Sdata is the size of raw data

at a source node. The reduced data payload collected by the
MA at each source is denoted as R1, R1 = (1 − ρ) × Sdata.
where ρ is an aggregation ratio (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1), a measure of
the compression performance. Let Skma be the MA size when
it leaves the kth source (1 ≤ k ≤ n). Since there is no data
aggregation at the first source, we have S1

ma = S0
ma + R1.

Since the MA visits the second source node, it begins to
perform data aggregation to reduce the redundancy between
the data collected in the source and the data it carries. The
MA size after it leaves the second source node is S2

ma =
S0

ma + R1 + (1 − ρ)R1, and so forth. After visiting the kth
source node, accumulated by MA can be calculated using the
following formula (1):

Skma = Sk−1
ma +

(
1− ρ

)
R1.

= S0
ma +

[
1 + (k − 1)

(
1− ρ

)]
R1.

(1)

After visiting all the n source nodes, the MA has a size
Snma in the range [S0

ma + R1, S0
ma + n × R1]. The lower bound

S0
ma + Sre-data corresponds to a perfect aggregation model

where multiple packets are compressed into a single one,
while the upper bound S0

ma + n× R1 corresponds to the case
of no aggregation performed at the MA.

During the MA migration from one node to another, it
aggregates sensory data and removes redundant data at the
same time. The aggregated data can be calculated using the
following equation:

Si =
i∑

k=1

Rk. (2)

Secondly, the energy cost is reduced. In client/server-
based sensor network, all source nodes in target region
transmit sensory data individually back to sink with a specific
interval. In agent-based algorithm, the MA carries both the
processing code as well as the source-visiting sequence.

3.2. MA Packet Format. The structure of MA packet is shown
in Figure 2. The pair of SinkID and MA-SeqNum is used to
identify an MA packet. Whenever a sink dispatches a new
MA packet, it will increment the MA-SeqNum. FirstNo and
LastNo are the source nodes scheduled to be visited firstly
and lastly by the MA, respectively. The pair of FirstNo and
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SinkID FirstNo LastNo RoundIdx LastRoundFlag

NextNo NextHop SinkFlag Visiting-sequence list

Processing code Aggregated data

Fixed attributes

Variable attributes

Payload

MA SeqNum

Figure 2: Structure of MA packet.

LastNo indicates the beginning and ending points of MA’s
data gathering. RoundIdx is the index of current round. The
value is initially set to 1 by the sink in the first round and will
be incremented by the FirstNo in the following rounds. Last
Round Flag indicates that the current round is the last round
of the whole task. The flag is set by FirstNo. When an MA
with Last Round Flag set arrives at a source node, it can make
the system unmount the corresponding processing code after
its execution.

When an MA migrates, it may change variable attributes.
NextNo specifies the next destination source node to be
visited. NextHop indicates the immediate next hop node
which is an intermediate sensor node or a target source
node. If NextHop is equal to NextNo, it means that the next
hop node is current destination source. Visiting-Sequence
List contains the identifiers (IDs) of target sensor nodes
that remain to be visited in the current round. It does not
contain any information of source-visiting sequence since
NextNo is dynamically decided when an MA arrives at a
source node (except LastNo). Visiting-Sequence List initially
contains all the IDs of source nodes when an MA is created.
The corresponding ID will be deleted after the MA visits the
source node. If all the target sources have been visited by the
MA, Sink Flag is set to indicate that the destination of the
MA is the sink. NextNo, NextHop, Visiting-Sequence List,
and Sink Flag hint the dynamical route of MA migration.
Payload includes two kinds of data. One is Processing Code
which is used to process sensed data; the other is Aggregated
Data which carries the accumulated data result. The size
of Aggregated Data is zero when an MA is generated and
increases while the MA migrates from source to source.

3.3. Cooperative MA Routing. The proposed MA CDP mech-
anism is based on the original DD. In the DD, the sink
initially diffuses an interest for notifications of low-rate
exploratory events. Once target sources receive the corre-
sponding interest, they send exploratory data, possibly along
multiple paths, toward the sink. If the sink has multiple
previous hop nodes, it chooses a preferred neighbor to
receive subsequent data messages for the same interest (e.g.,
the one which delivered the exploratory data earliest). To
do this, the sink reinforces the preferred neighbor, which
in turn, reinforces its preferred previous hop node, and
so on. Periodically, the source sends additional exploratory
data messages to adjust gradients in the case of network
changes (due to node failure, energy depletion, or mobility),
temporary network partitions, or to recover from lost
exploratory messages [21].

SinkID Node area σ μv

Figure 3: Instruction packet.

Suppose that the sensory data generating rate is v,
the aggregated data rate is μ, the number of transmitted
aggregated data is u. To balance the energy consumption of
the sensors in the sensing area, and to control the number
of aggregated data sent to the sink in a distributed way, a
variables σ is used, which is defined as σ = u/N . The sink
calculates σ , and then sends the instruction (σ , v, μ) back to
the sensing area through the nr relay nodes. The instruction
is encapsulated with a packet header as shown in Figure 3.

We assume all sensors in the sensing area are well
scheduled to wake up to receive the instruction from the sink
for the next round of operation. However, the transmitted
instructions are subject to packet losses in the WSN. If a
sensor has not received the instruction by a predetermined
time period, it sends a request through the nr relay nodes
to the sink and asks the sink to resend the instruction.
Each sensor receiving the instruction creates a random
number uniformly distributed in [0, 1] and compares the
random number with σ given in the instruction. If the
random number is larger than σ , the sensor turns to
sleep, otherwise it turns to sample the source signal and
quantize its readings with v bits in the next round of
operation. If the random number of a sensor is larger
than σ , the sensor is also selected to aggregated data with
aggregated data rate μ and sends its aggregated data to the
sink.

Since the ultimate goal is the detection of events in sensor
networks [22], the sink may stop handling any exploratory
message flows if it considers that the number of source nodes
is large enough to meet the requirement of reliable event
detection. Thus all the source nodes or only a subset of these
nodes will be chosen to be visited by MA. Among the target
source nodes to be visited, the sink will choose the first and
last source nodes. Then, the sink generates an MA with the
packet format described in Figure 4 and dispatches it to the
first source. At the same time, the sink reinforces the path to
the last source. When the MA arrives at the first source node,
it is stored in the node. We divide the whole task period into
rounds, where each round requires the MA to visit all the
chosen target sensors and to return the data result to the sink.
The MA starts from the first source (or from the sink only
in the first round) and arrives at the last source. Finally, the
MA will carry the data results to the sink along the reinforced
path. In the first round, in addition to that the MA moves
from source to source to collect and aggregate information,
it also copies processing code into the memory of each source
node. At the beginning of each round, the first source node
will construct another MA from its memory and dispatch it
to initiate the new round. Since processing code has already
resided in each source node after the first round, the MA
does not carry the processing code any more in the following
rounds. When the whole task is finished, all the source nodes
will discard the processing code.
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Figure 4: Cooperative MA routing.

In MA CDP, target source nodes flooding exploratory
messages enable sensor nodes to set up ToSourceEntry,
which is a kind of gradient toward each target source.
ToSourceEntry is used for MA to roam among source nodes.
In this paper, a time-to-live (TTL) field is set in exploratory
message to mandate only the sensor nodes within the
target region to set up their ToSourceEntries. The value of
TTL is decreased as exploratory message is propagated hop
by hop. If the value is equal to 0, sensor nodes do not
set up ToSourceEntry anymore. Among all the neighbors
of a sensor node, only the neighbor who first relays the
exploratory message of a specific target source will be chosen
as the sensor node’s NextHop in the ToSourceEntry. In
Figure 4, nodes A, B, C, and D are the target source nodes.
The ToSourceEntries set up by nodes A, B, C, 12, and D are
shown in Table 1.

Based on the gradients and ToSourceEntries, a migrating
route is decided by the following three operating elements.

(1) Choose FirstNo and LastSrc. According to (1), the
size of an MA is the minimum in FirstNo while it
becomes the maximum in LastSrc. Thus, to reduce
total communication overhead, FirstNo should be the
farthest target sensor from the sink, while LastNo
should be the closest one. In this paper, the target
source which is the last (first) to send exploratory
messages to the sink is chosen as FirstNo(LastSrc).
The sink will reinforce the path to LastSrc.

(2) Decide Source-Visiting Sequence. Except that FirstNo
and LastNo are chosen by the sink, the sequence of
visiting the other source nodes is dynamically decided
by each target sensor in Visiting-Sequence List. For
example, when an MA arrives at node A in Figure 4,
the node will choose the closest next source node
based on its ToSourceEntry shown in the first row of
Table 1. Since the lowest latency of node B is the least,

it implies that node B is the closest source node from
node A and is chosen as NextNo.

(3) Find the next hop node to route an MA along the
entire path from sink to source, source to source,
and source to sink. Dispatched by the sink, an
MA migrates to FirstNo in the same manner as a
reinforcement message is forwarded in original DD.
When the MA migrates among target sources, its next
hop node will be decided according to current node’s
ToSourceEntry. The MA will return to the sink using
the reinforced path (e.g., path D-7-5-2-E in Figure 2).

4. Performance Analysis

There are n nodes Sk(1 ≤ k ≤ n) in the network. Since the
transmission of instruction and request packets are to ensure
all the sensors in the sensing area receive the instruction, the
average number of instruction packets sent by the sink in an
operation round is determined by the following analysis.

Without loss of generality, we assume that m among
ns aggregated data are received by the sink. We assume the
packet loss rate per hop in the wireless channels is uniformly
distributed with mean of ϕ. The probability of receiving v
quantized readings is

pm = Cm
ns

(
1− pρ

)m
pns−mρ , (3)

where pρ denotes the end-to-end packet loss rate from the
sensors in the sensing area to the sink and is

pρ = 1− (1− ϕ
)ns+1

. (4)

The probability that after i multicasts the instruction packet
sent from the 1st relay node has been successfully received by
all the N nodes in the sensing area is given by (1− ϕi)N . The
probability that the instruction packet is successfully received
by all the N nodes after exactly i multicasts is then given by

pi =
(

1− ϕi
)N −

(
1− ϕi−1

)N
. (5)

Suppose after the sink sends exactly n (n � i) instruction
packets, all the N nodes successfully receive the instruction.
This means the last transmission of instruction packet from
the sink (through nr hops) to the 1st relay node is successful
and the nodes in the sensing area which are waiting for the
instruction finally receive it. The probability that i trans-
missions (including the last successful transmission) among
the n transmissions to the 1st relay node are successful is
therefore given by

ϕ(n, i) = Ci−1
n−1

[
1− (1− ϕ

) nr
]n−i ×

[(
1− ϕ

)nr
]i−1(

1− ϕ
)nr

= Ci−1
n−1

[
1− (1− ϕ

)nr
]n−i(

1− ϕ
)nr .

(6)
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Table 1: ToSourceEntry setup after exploratory messages flooding.

ToSourceEntry (SeqNum = 5)

A B C D

Next hop Cast (ms) Next hop Cast (ms) Next hop Cast (ms) Next hop Cast (ms)

A — — B 4.46 B 8.24 B 16.32

B A 4.47 — — C 4.43 C 12.89

C B 8.16 B 4.32 — — 12 8.52

12 C 9.65 C 7.56 C 4.86 D 5.08

D 12 14.15 12 12.67 12 8.73 — —

Considering the joint distribution of pi and ϕ(n, i), the
probability that all the N nodes receive the instruction after
the sink sends exactly n instruction packets is given by

ϕ(n) =
n∑

i=1

ϕ(n, i)× pi

=
n∑

i=1
Ci−1
n−1

[
1− (1− ϕ

)nr
]n−i(

1− ϕ
)nr

×
[(

1− ϕi
)N −

(
1− ϕi−1

)N]
.

(7)

The average number of instruction packets sent by the sink is
then given by

N1 =
∞∑

n=1

nϕ(n). (8)

Since a request packet is sent from the sensing area to the 1st
relay node if there is at least one node that does not receive
the instruction, the fact that there are n instruction packets
sent by the sink means there are (n− 1) request packets sent
from the sensing area. The average number of request packets
sent from the sensing area is therefore

NR = N1 − 1. (9)

In addition, we assume that each node has a probability
Pk of being able to successfully complete the agent’s task and
energy consumption Ek required for the agent to process the
data at node k. The energy consumption for the agent to
move between nodes is given by Ek j . MA CDP is to minimize
the expected energy consumption and the expected time (in
terms of the number of hops) to successfully complete the
task.

Without loss of generality, we make several assumptions
to simplify the MA CDP model.

(1) The target is stationary. Therefore, Zk(t), the mea-
surement of node k at time t, remains constant
during the MA migration process.

(2) Ek j = E for all the migration steps.

(3) Ek = e for all sensor nodes.

The expected energy consumption to complete the task
or visit all nodes in failure for a route R = 〈S1, S2, . . . , Sn〉
is

ER = E + e + p1E +
n∑

i=2

⎛

⎝
i−1∏

j−1

(
1− pj

)
(E + e + PiE)

⎞

⎠

+
n∏

j=1

(
1− pj

)
E.

(10)

The equation can be explained as follows. The first site,
S1 is always visited and consumes E amount of energy. Upon
arrival, energy e must be spent regardless of success or failure.
With probability p1, the task is successfully completed and
the agent can return to node 0 with energy cost of another
E. However, with probability (1 − p1), that is, the failure
rate, the agent migrates to node S2. The expected energy
consumption used by the MA moving from node S1 to
S2 is (1 − p1)E. Similarly, the MA consumes energy E to
migrate from node i− 1 to node i, and then with probability
pi, it succeeds at node i and returns to node 0 consuming
energy E. Hence, the accumulated energy consumption at
node Si is

∏i−1
j−1(1 − pi)(E + e + piE). Finally, the last round

arises when failure occurs at all nodes and the agent must
return to the originating node 0 with an energy consumption
E. Furthermore, the expected number of hops to complete
the task or visit all nodes in failure, for a route R =
〈S1, S2, . . . , Sn〉, is

HopR = 1 · P1 +
n∑

i=2

⎛

⎝i ·
i−1∏

j=1

(
1− pj

)
pi

⎞

⎠

+(n + 1)
n∏

j=1

(
1− pj

)
.

(11)

We use the following equation to model the probability
of success:

pk = 1−
(
Desire −

∑hop
i=0 Ii

)

Imax
, (12)

where Imax is the maximum information gain a sensor node
can provide. Hop is the total node numbers the MA has
migrated through. We then have the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The optimal route for MA CDP is attained if the
nodes are visited in the decreasing order of Ik, k = 1, 2, . . . n,
that is, I1 > · · ·> Ik > · · ·> In.
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Proof. We employ a similar proof method in [20]. Consider
the effect of switching the order of two adjacent nodes on the
route, say k and k + 1. We call this new route as R′; only
the kth and (k + 1)st terms are affected by the switch. The
terms appearing before the kth term do not contain anything
involving k or k + 1. Terms that follow the (k + 1)st term, on
the other hand, all contain (1 − pk) (1 − pk+1) in the same
way. Then the difference in the expected energy consumption
is

ER − ER′ = (E + e)
k−1∏

j−1

(
1− pj

)(
pk+1 − pk

)
, (13)

and the difference in the expected number of hops is

HopR −HopR′ =
k−1∏

j−1

(
1− pj

)(
pk+1 − pk

)
. (14)

Since pk > pk+1, R is a better route with a smaller ex-
pected energy consumption and number of hops.

This indicates that when the kth node on the route has
a smaller probability than the (k + 1)st node in making the
agent complete its job, then we can decrease the expected
energy consumption and number of hops by switching them.

From (6), we find that the probability of success on a
sensor node is directly related to the total information utility
the MA accumulates. The higher the total information gain
the MA carries, the more likely the agent will finish the task
on the current sensor node—thus the higher the probability
will be. So the optimal route for MA CDP is the sequence
with decreasing information gain.

Theorem 2. If pk = p for all sensor nodes, then the expected
number of hops HopR algorithm 1/p as the number of sensor
nodes n increases.

Proof.

HopR = 1 · p + lim
x→∞

⎡

⎣
n∑

i=2

⎛

⎝i ·
i−1∏

j=1

(
1− pj

)
⎞

⎠P

+(n + 1)
n∏

j=1

(
1− p

)
⎤

⎦

=
∞∑

i=1

i
(
1− p

)(i−1)
P + lim

x→∞(n + 1)
n∏

j=1

(
1− p

)

= 1
p
.

(15)

This theorem shows that we need to improve the
probability of success on each sensor node in order to reduce
the number of hops for the MA to finish the task.

5. Simulation Experiments and Evaluation

In order to demonstrate the performance of MA CDP, we
choose a client/server-based scheme (i.e., DD) to compare

Table 2: Simulation setting.

Basic specification

Network size 500 m∗500 m

Topology mode Randomized

Total sensor node number 1500

Data rate MAC layer 1 Mbps

Transmission range of sensor node 60 m

Sensed data packet interval 1 s

with MA CDP. We use NS2 for discrete event. Each task
requires periodic transmission of data packets with a con-
stant bit rate (CBR) of 1 packet/s. We assume that both
the sink and sensor nodes are stationary. The parameter
values used in the simulations are presented in Table 2.
The basic settings are common to all the experiments. For
each experiment, we simulate for sixty times with different
random seeds and get the average results.

Three performance metrics are evaluated: packet, deliv-
ery, and ratio. It is denoted by u. It is the ratio of the
number of data packets delivered to the sink to the number of
packets generated by the source nodes. Energy consumption
per successful data delivery It is denoted by e. It is the
ratio of network energy consumption to the number of
data packets successfully delivered to the sink. Let Etotal be
all the energy consumption by transmitting, receiving, and
processing during simulation. ndata denotes the number of
data packets delivered to the sink. Then, e = Etotal/ndata.
Average end-to-end packet delay is denoted by Tete. And we
also use Tdd and Tma to denote the average end-to-end delays
in DD and MA CDP, respectively.

Though these conditions are affected by many parame-
ters, only a set of important parameters is chosen, such as
Default, for all sensor nodes has a probability P of being
able to successfully complete the agent’s task, P = 0.6, the
duration of the task (Ttask), data reduction ratio (r = 0.8),
MA accessing delay (τ = 9 ms), aggregation ratio (q = 0.2),
size of sensed data of each sensor (Sdata = 1 KB). If we set q
to 0, it means that data aggregation does not work; all the
reduced sensed data are concatenated. Only one parameter
(e.g., Ttask, r, q, and Sdata) is changed in each group while the
other parameters are fixed. Several groups of simulations are
evaluated.

In Figure 5, in these experiments, we change Ttask from
10 seconds to 600 seconds, e decreases as Ttask increases.
When the Ttask is small (i.e., lower than 60 seconds),
MA CDP has higher e than DD because MA CDP consumes
energy (Eq) to transmit processing code from the sink to the
target region. If Ttask is small, ndata is small, and e is large.
However, when Ttask is beyond 100 seconds with r equal to
0.8 and q equal to 0.2, MA CDP has lower e than DD. Thus,
to amortize the cost of shipping the processing code once to
source node, the source should process enough long streams
of data.

In Figure 6, in these experiments, we change MA access-
ing delay (τ) from 0 seconds to 0.05 seconds, and Tdd is
constant since changing τ has no effect on DD. Since the
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delay of τ is introduced when MA visits each source, τ causes
Tma, increase fast if the value is set to a large value. When τ is
beyond 0.042 seconds with r equal to 0.8 and q equal to 0.2,
MA CDP has larger end-to-end delay than DD. The value
of τ is dependent on the middleware environments of MA
system.

In Figure 7, in these experiments, we change the size of
sensed data of each sensor (Sdata) from 0.5 KB to 2 KB by
increasing 0.25 KB each time and keep the other parameters
unchanged. For MA CDP, several groups of simulations are
evaluated with variables r and q. In Figure 7, MA CDP always
outperforms DD in terms of q. In MA CDP, only single
data flow is sent for each round. In contrast, multiple data
flows from individual source nodes are sent in DD. Thus,
congestion in DD is more likely to happen than in MA CDP.
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Figure 7: The impact of Sdata, r, q on u.

When Sdata increases, the congestion is more serious and q of
DD will decrease more.

In Figures 5, 6, and 7, MA-CDP exhibits more consistent
and relatively higher reliability, lower energy consumption
than DD by compromising end-to-end delay bound possibly
in most scenarios. These figures also give hints that MA CDP
should choose r and q appropriately. It can be observed that
MA CDP has no advantage if q is equal to 0.2 and r is
smaller than 0.4. Note that the value of r and q is dependent
on the type of application. Before we adopt MA-CDP for
data dissemination, the features of the application should
be investigated. MA CDP will be selected if enough high r
and/or q can be attained.

6. Conclusion

In the environments where the source nodes are close to one
another and generate a lot of sensory data traffic with redun-
dancy, transmitting all sensory data by individual nodes not
only wastes the scarce wireless bandwidth, but also consumes
a lot of battery energy. Recently, MA-based distributed sensor
network for collaborative signal and information processing
is proposed as a solution to overcome these problems. In
this paper, we addressed the problem of optimized itinerary
planning for MAs in dense WSNs. Based on a general
data aggregation model, we presented a cooperative data
processing based on mobile agent algorithm (MA-CDP) and
considered that MA dynamically enter a network and can
autonomously clone and migrate themselves in response
to environmental changes. MA-CDP routing scheme is
proposed for MA to efficiently migrate from sink to source,
source to source, and source to sink. We showed that the
proposed schemes achieve considerable improvements in
energy savings, packet delivery ratio, and end-to-end delivery
delay.
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